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  The Characteristics of Vibrations Produced by SH Type 
        Torque in Multi-Layered Elastic Ground 
             By Michiyasu SHIMA and Kojiro IRIKURA 
                            Abstract 
  The vibrational characteristics of multi-layered elastic ground are theoretically inves-
tigated in the case of the stationary harmonic vibration of the surface of the ground. A
s the first step we treat the vibration generated by  SH torque that emits the pure 
SH torque wave of axial symmetry with respect to the vertical axis. 
  Integral expressions for the displacement fields are derived by using a technique 
applied first by N. A. Haskell to seismological problems. These expressions are trans-
formed to complex integrals on the complex plane for ease of computation. As the 
points of computation of the displacement are near the origin, the branch line inte-
grals become comparable with the contribution from the pole. 
  The numerical results are compared with the spectra in a case where an infinite 
train of harmonic plane waves is vertically transmitted to the surface layers. When 
the depth of the points is several  times as large as the thickness of the surface layer, th
e peak and dip of the spectral curve approximately agree with those in the incidence 
of  SH plane waves. 
 1. Introduction 
 It has gradually been clarified by many researchers that the vibrational chara-
cteristics of the ground in an earthquake depend on the structure of the ground. 
The characteristics of the ground are generally obtained from the results of the 
Fourier analyses of seismic waves recorded during natural earthquakes. How-
ever, it may not safely be said that they are determined only by the structure 
of the surface layers, since the frequency characteristics of the origin and the 
path through the crust influence the characteristics of the ground surface. If 
simultaneous measurements are made at the surface and points more than  100m 
below the bottom boundary plane, the characteristics of the structure of the 
ground can be extracted. However, it is very difficult to obtain them. 
 Waves produced by artificial oscillation may be suitable for known incident 
waves. A shaking machine with a range of frequency similar to that of earth-
quakes is an example of this, and it is often used to investigate the vibrational 
characteristics of various structures. In order to generate waves corresponding 
to seismic waves incident upwards, we must set the shaking machine under-
ground, but this is very difficult. According to the reciprocity theorem, it is 
clarified that the same ocsillation as in the above case is obtained for the same 
shaking, even if the position of the source and the receiver is exchanged. 
Thus, in order to obtain the vibrational characteristics at the ground surface we 
may set the shaking machine on the surface and the seismometers underground. 
 In order to clarify the relations between the vibrational characteristics of the 
ground surface caused by upward incident plane waves and those caused by the
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incidence of spherical waves generated from a point source, we investigated the 
characteristics of the vibration of an elastic medium generated by horizontal 
(SH) torque source on the surface, when the elastic isotropic solid half space is 
composed of homogeneous layers with plane parallel boundaries. 
 Problems of elastic waves in a layered medium have been investigated in detail 
for a long time, mainly to clarify the phenomena of the propagation of surface 
waves and of  dispersion2). These investigations were mainly directed to the be-
haviour of points distant from the source, and the features of waves near the 
source have hardly been investigated at all, because the perfect formation of the 
surface waves is distant from the source and the numerical calculation of the 
displacement near the source is difficult. 
 The vibrational characteristics in the case of the vertical incidence of plane 
waves correspond to that of the point beneath or near the source. Thus, we 
should investigate the frequency characteristics of the displacement near the SH 
torque source in order to find out the vibrational characteristics of the ground 
surface corresponding to the part of S waves in natural earthquakes. As the 
first step, we treated the waves which are emitted symmetrically with respect to 
the vertical axis from the SH torque source. 
  Integral expressions for the displacement were derived by using a technique 
applied by N. A. Haskell to seismological  problems3',o. That is, the integrand is 
composed of the product of Haskell's layer matrix for each layer and the factor 
expressing the characteristics of the source. These integral expressions are 
transformed to the integrals on the complex plane, and since the point of calcu-
lation is near the source, the contribution from the branch line integral is comp-
arable with that from the pole. 
 2. Wave Equation and Formulation by Matrix 
  We consider a semi-infinite elastic medium made up of n parallel solid homo-
geneous isotropic layers as in Fig. 1 and a point source of SH torque type in the 
medium. Then, when the source oscillates harmonically, the spatially dependent 
factor  i.v(r, z) of the azimuthal displacement  D;(r,  z)e" in each layer can be 
                        expressed by potential as  ii(r,  z)  follows:- 
       Y fr, 5(r, z) =  d(r,  z) ( 1)—
d.  OP   Z The wave equation is satisfied if  i(r,  z) is the solu-
  Pa 2 tion of       
'  Zs_,  r22,;(r,  z)  =  ki21;(r  ,  z)  (  2  )  
-  -  - - - D As the source is the  SH type with axial symmetry 
 Zs in this case, the displacement is only the azimuthal 
                         component and is independent of 6. 
 '-  •  I The azimuthaltangential stress is                            Z
11.-1                                              (r,z)     enIbazi(r, z) araz (  3) 
                         We now express  X5(r, z) by integral expression as 
 follows:-
          Fig. 1  2j(r,  z)  =5  Xy(z)J  0(kr)dk  (  4  )
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Then we substitute (4) into equation (1), (3). Equating integrals, we obtain 
 17j(k,  a)= f_ xi (z)dJ 0(kr)idk=  r it;   (z) dfo(kr)dk        Sol dr  1 )  0  kc  d  (kr)  (  5  )             o. dX;(z) dJo(kr) ldk=rf27(edJo(kr)Idk     De, .Cr, (z z) = 30t—Pidz d(kr)l30t.\'d(kr) ,1 
where we have used the following relations 
 d2X.9(z)   =  (k2—kf2)Xi(z)  (  6  ) 
 dz2 
 At the interface between two layers, we impose the boundary condition of 
continuity of displacement and stress. This continuity at  j  —1 interface between 
layers  j-1 and  j can be expressed as follows. 
 bi(zi-I) -  I)  3-1(Zi-  r) - 
 C  —  C (7) 
 _  ri(zi-1)  _  zi-1(zi-1)  _ 
 For layers not containing a source, we use for  Xi(z) the general solutions of 
equation (6) 
 X; (a)  =.;'  0-'7  p+-Ereil 9  (8 ) 
Defining  
f  ji  =j'ke-i7jzi-i,  Er  =6"keirjzi-t  (  9  ) 
and substitute (8) into equation (5), we obtain 
 ir(z)  —  (EC  -i-ci")ik  cos  {r.f(z  —zi_,)}+  (El  —cr)k  sin{r  Az  —  zi_,)} 
 c 
 ri(z)=  —  (€.1  +  c  f")  itm  sin{ri(z—z;_,)}—(E;'—Er)ipir;  cos{ri(z—,z;_,)} (10) 
 Evaluating equation  (10) for  j-th layer at  z= zi_,, we obtain     
-   P
i(21_,)  -et  +0"- 
  c  =  Ei (11) 
 _  rj(Zi-I)  _El  —  E  j"_ 
Or 
    [ei' +or]I/.;(Zi-i) -  =Er'[ C
    [elr—ozi(zi-1)  _ 
 Erl= (1- i2(ikpi IS J)-I)(12) 
and evaluating (10) at  z  =  at we can eliminate the coefficients  (0'  +0") and 
(cl —Er), and obtain the Haskell matrix. 
    r bi(Zi)   ti(Zi-,)  C  =  a;  c (13) 
     L  zdzi)  _  zi(zr-1) 
      (cos Qiik sin  Qi 
                     PIT i a; =(14) 
          ipirg sin Q; cos Q
i   k , • 
 Qi=iidi 
  For source layer s, we use a point source located at D,  (z,e<D<ze-,) such 
 that the a dependent integrands of the source potential are the solution of 
equation (6) everywhere in s continuous with continuous derivatives except at 
D or
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                   isu-i-e-irs (2-D)  • z,--D    Xso(z)=tso_e_i,:s(n_z, :z<D(15) 
Combining (15) with the solution of equation (6), the general potential for the 
source layer is 
      Xs(z)=Es,'e-ir  s2  +is,"ek  az  ;  z<D 
 Xs(z)=?sZe-isz  +es2"  Ore  ;  z>  D (16) 
where 
 es:  =Es',  gsin  =est'  +So-e-"s° 
 gszt  =--s'+So+eirsp,s2/' =Es" (17) 
 g  SI'  ,  ?SI'  '  ,  es2',  .$21  / are those of the same character as the coefficients for the 
layers not containing the source and (16) is the same form as (8). Therefore, 
using the same as the procedures for the layers not containing the source, we 
obtainthefollowingmatrix relationsfor the source layers 
       6,51(D) 
 C =asi- 7.1 SI(ZS-1) - 
 [ C 
 rs,(D)  _z-S-1(ZS-1)  _ 
    { es2(ZS)bg2(D)-   c  =  a  82  c (18)  rs2  (ZS)  _  _  rs2(D)  _ 
            i. tisTs sin Qsi 
 use= 
    ar(
19)           con Qs1ik sin  Qst 
( 
 kps                           cos QSJ 
 Q  si  =I  s(D  —  ZS-I)  QS2=  Ts(zs—D) 
And we have 
   [  bs2(D) - - Osi(D)- [6(ts1   C c+\cI(20) 
 rz2(D)              - - rsI(D)  _  Ors 
where from (5) and (16) 
 i3( 1)s  )=  ik2  (So+  —  So-) 
 Ors=  —Thpsys(So"  +  So") (21) 
 3, Solutions for the  SH Torque Source 
 Now according to the consideration in the introduction, we set the source on 
the surface and investigate the frequency characteristics of the displacement in 
the layers. For simplicity, we take the SH torque source which radiates spheri-
cal waves and use the following potential-
                ei/iV z2      X
o(r,  z) =  _  (22) 
               NI r,-re 
 By means of the Sommerfeld integral, we can express (22) as 
 20(r,  z)  =  5  So±e-ir,  I  2-vi  /0(kr)dk (23) 
o 
 —ik   S
0«=S0--  V  k
,2—k2 
By (21)
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 5(  ül  )=°'  iir,=  —2p,k2 (24) 
 c As the source is on the surface 
         10      asi--(0IA  rs,(D)=0 
For the three layered medium, from the boundary condition (17), (18) and 
(20), we have the following expressions for the displacements in the first and 
second layers    -  62(z2)   - 11,2(D) 51(0) 1     c —a2a,[cj=a2a,[c(25)  _  72  (Z2)  -  r12(D) Or,  i 
 From equation (12), we have for the half space or bottom layer  :- 
 €3'  +€3  2)3(22)   -   252(22)  1      E3-1[ c =E3-' c (26) 
 [€31—€3"  r3(z2)  _  _ r2(z2)i 
As a boundary condition for the half-space, we require that the coefficients  €3" 
vanish. Because when the source is on the surface, there is no radiation from 
infinity for greater than the half-space S wave velocity, displacement and stress 
remain finite for c less than the S wave velocity as the depth becomes infinite. 
With this boundary condition, (26) reduces to 
 Hi z)2(z2)  [(31_1=ECI[c     r2(z2)  _(27) 
Substituting (25) into (27), we have 
   4,1?MO) -1),(0) 
   _e3'i=Ersa2a,c-...J[c 1 (28)              Jr, _ 3r, 
Eliminating  (31 from (28) yields 
  i€,(0) _/22 —J12 371 (29)  c/
II —Li 
Substituting (29) into (25), we have 
 2)1  (z) j
222—Cal (z)3, lay, + Cal (z)],25r1 (30) 
 c/11 —J21 
      7)2 (Z) — —
JI22Cj12- [a2 (z)ai]11671 + Ca2(z)a,],26r, (31)        CI 1 —J21 
where  a,(z) and  a2(z) are given by 
   a , (z) =( cos r,z  ak sin  r,z 
           ipir, sin  r,z  
 k                              PITI                              cos  r,z
                       '  
 cos  72(z  —d) ik sin  r2(z—d,)    a2(z)=(p272                                               (32)             ip2r2  sin /2(z—di) 
            kcos12(z —di) 
                                                                                         , 
  For the half-space, setting  €3"=0 in equation (10) for j=3, evaluating  b3/c 
and  ra at z=z, and  z=z2, and eliminating  €3' from those equations, we obtain 
[   t3(z)2)3(z2) ]  c= {CDS 13 (z —di—d2)—i sin 13(z —d, —d2)} c(33)  r3(z)13(22)
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 Therefore, substituting (31) into (33), we have 
 153(z)  - -(cos 13(z —c 1—d2) — i sin  n  (z  —d1—d2)} 
           1,12 —712 Ceaclill+Cazall A       LL (34) 
 /11—J21 
Substituting (30), (31), (34) into (5), we have the integral expressions for the 
displacements in each layer. The sign of  yj is determined by the condition 
 Lnyt<0, since with this choice infinite value of the displacement as  z—^oo is 
 avoided. On this leaf of the Riemann surface 
 r.i=4  kit—k2  =—iN1  k2 (35) 
Then 
 k2<k<k, 
           cos  Q, cosh Q2 —( Pin)sin Q, cosh  Q2+  ( P211.2  )cos  Q, sinh Q2 
     JI I2I              Paf 3 PsTa      J  ik 
 Pir)—)sin  Q, sinh Q2 
 Pat  2  
 cos  Q, cosh  Q2+  (  1'4:3 )sin  Q, cosh  Q2+  (  Ps?)   cos  Q, sinh Q2+ 
 /22 —J12 PIT!P212  
                                         Pan
       S"2 )sin  Q, sinh  Q2 
        Pin 
 ra2a,1,,= cos  Q, cosh  Q2  Q, sinh Q2 
 P2/#2 
                  cos Q,sinh Q2 sinQ,cosh Q2   La2a1:12—ik(36) 
 /1272  111I2 
 k3<k<k2  : 
 cos  Q,  cos Q2Pin )sinQ1cosQ2 P2T2 )cos Q,  sin Q2 — 
                 Pala--_P35" 3      J,1—J2I                              ik 
 (NI",  .)sin  Q, sin  Q2  ('212   
 cos  Q,  cos  Q2+  (  1131 )sinQ, cos Q2+MT' )cos  Q, sin Q2 — 
  pin  P212 
                                                     —Mara 
 (P4-2 )sin  Q, sin  Q,  Pin   
 Ea2a  ,],,—  cos  Q,  cos  Q2—(--Ifir=)sin  Q, Q2 
 P212 
      Laaaiii2= ik  cos  Q,  sin Q2  +  sin  Q, cos Qa) (37) 
 P212 
 k  <k3  : 
           cos Q, cos  Q,  —(  ri Q, sin  Q2+  if(  P212 )cos  Q, sin Q2+ 
   
I —./21= P212  '  P373  ik
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 PITI  )sin  Q1 cos Q3} 
 Mrs 
             P3r3)sin Q, cos Q3+(P313)cos  Q1 in Q2-Fi { —cos Q1 cos  Q2+ 
  J22J12=(   P2121  
 -P313 
       1`27i)sin  Q,sin  Q2)- 
 Mri 
 [a2a  al=  cos  Q1 cos  Q2  —  Q, sin Q2 
 P212 
 [a2ai712_  ik  f  sin  Q,  cos  Q2  cos   ()[ sin Q2)  (38) 
             kinP,P22-2 
4. Evaluation of Integrals 
 The displacements in each layer are given by 
           z)—              1,;(z) dJo(kr) dk=irz);(z)        r J
o ck d(kr) Jo  ck 
   S:F;(k,  73)j,  (kr)dk (39) 
where  Fg(k, 13) is the even valued function of k. Since  Fi(k,  13)  is the even 
valued function of  n, 12, the corresponding branch points vanish. Only the 
branch point  k3 corresponding to the half space medium determines the Riemann 
surface. Thus the Riemann surface is two leaved, as  represented in Figs. 2 
and 3. As in Fig. 2, the cut given by the condition  /.7#3=  0 begins at k3 runs 
         - 3IX& 
 03 
 Fig. 2 Branch line and residues in Fig. 3 Distortion of contour in k-plane. 
           k-plane. 
to the origin along the real axis, and then goes to  —ice along the negative  ima-
ginary axis. The branch point k3 is in the side of the fourth quadrant and the 
real poles of  F  i(k, 13) are on the upper leaf of the Riemann surface. It was 
shown that the complex poles are not located on the permissible sheet of the 
 Riemann surface.
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  Expressing the  J,(kr) by the Hankel functions of the first and the second 
kind,  respectively, we have 
 Di(r,z)— S—Fi(k13)H,{020(kr)dk+          2Ff(k'12)11,02 (kr)dk (40) 
 0 Since we require the calculation of the displacements for a small value of r we 
cannot use the method of the steepest descent which is the usual one in the line 
integral. In order to calculate the integrals (40) easily, the first term of equ-
ation (40) along the real axis may be replaced by the integral along the path P 
in Fig. 3 and the second term by the integral along the  r- using Cauchy's 
theorem. That is, the integrals become integrals along the imaginary axis, 
branch line integrals and the residues. 
 We shall denote by the symbols  7h* in the first or  ra— in the fourth quadrant 
that  Rers>  0 or  Rey,  <0, respectively. By use of the relation  H10  (kr)=  H,  (2)(kr), 
from (40), we have 
 03(r,  z)= 2
0{F;(k, y3-9—F1(1e, 13-)IH,20  (kr)dk+{F;(ir,7-3,) — 
                                                      .
73 
 Fi(ir,13-)IK,(rr)dr-27riERes-(Fi(k,  7,3)  H, 7)(kr))] (41) 
 F3(k,  r34)—F3(k,r,i—iziferk2IAC  COS  Q3+  (BC  +  D)sin  Q31 (42) 
     A—        ac+ bd B= be—ad 
         c34-d2 '  (.2+  c11 
 a=  —cos  Q,  cos  Q2+  (-  [1212 )sin  Q, sin  Q2 
 b=  1`313  -)sin Q1cos Q2Mr')cos  Q, sin  Q2 
 pinP212 - 
 c=p37h{cos  Q,  cos Q2  +(-  r--)Sin  Qi  sin  (22} (43) 
 P2/2 
 d=  pin sin  Q,  cos  Q2+11213 cos  Q1 sin  Q2 
 C=  COS  Q1  cos  Q2  -(_mir,  )sin  Q, sin  Q2 
 pan 
 D=  sin  Q, cos  Q2/  pin  +cos  Q, sin  Q21p27-2 
 Q,=  TA,  Q2  =r2d2,  Qa  =13(z  —  di  —(4) 
For  F2(k,  7h+)—F2(k,  rai, Q2 and Q3 are replaced by 
 Q2=12(z—di), Q3=0 (44) 
For  Fi(k,  1a+)  —F,(k,  2-31  QI, Q2 and Q3 are replaced by 
 Q2  =Q3=0 (45) 
Though in integral (5),  111(2)  (kr) and  Ki(rr) and have their singular point at 
 k,r=0, the integrands tend to zero for  k,r  —0. Thus the integrands have no 
pole at  k  =  r  =O. 
5. Results of the Calculation and Some Considerations 
 We show some results obtained from the numerical calculation of the frequency 
characteristics of the displacements for the various examples of the layered me-
dium. The structures of the medium numerically calculated are similar to those 
of grounds in cities. That is, regarding S wave velocity, we take a set of 
 100m/s, 200m/s, 400m/s, in the first, second, and third layers, respectively, 
and a set of  100m/s, 300m/s,  600m/s. Regarding the thickness of the layers,
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the examples of Vi(r,  z)  j which are calculated for the various sets of thicknesses 
of the layers are shown in Figs. 4-7. As the source is on the surface in this 
case and the frequency characteristics of the amplitude of displacement of the 
 SH wave generated are flat, the frequency characteristics become flat as  r,,z-0. 
The point of calculation is  not beneath the source, but is  5in horizontally from 
the source. Because when r is too near zero, the convergence of the calculation 
of the integral is not good, and generally, the location of the seismometer used 
in an observation is not beneath the shaking machine, but set several meters 
horizontally from it. 
 100'"ft 
 00m  I  JO.  20O  ”vs  l0n 
 200M,  20. 
 4.0={s  DEPTH 
 400,0  10 !on 
V 
                               DEPTH 
                     ---20. 
 8 
                                                                            25
                                     30 
 6                                             6
                                     so 
 4,  ,,,-- 
                                                                                                                                                          S-  0g 
 2 /  2 
 Nss,  cs2 
 2  3  4  ‘4,  2--  
 Fig.  4  Amplitudes  of  displacement  Fig. 5  Amplitudes  of  displacement 
        versus frequency for several versus frequency for several 
       depths and SH plane  wave. depths and SH plane wave. 
 For the source of the type of equation (2), the amplitude of displacement 
decreases fast as  z-00. Therefore, in the illustration, we normalize the ampli-
tude curves at each depth, such that the maximum of the curves at each depth 
becomes the same value in spite of the depth. And we displace upwards in 
order the zero level of each curve, unit by unit. The lowest curve expresses 
the frequency characteristics of the displacement of the surface when a plane 
 SH wave having frequency characteristics of constance regarding the displace-
ment is incident on the bottom plane.  51 
 In these figures, we expressed the frequency characteristics as those of the 
amplitude in the medium for the source on the surface. As, according to the 
reciprocity theorem in elastic theory, the same oscillation as in the above case is 
obtained for the same shaking when the positions of the source and the receiver 
are exchanged, the examples in these figures are equivalent to the results of
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 Fig. 6 Amplitudes of displacement Fig. 7 Amplitudes of displacement 
        versus frequency for several versus frequency for several 
       depths and  SH plane  wave. depths and  SH plane wave. 
the shaking of the underground points. For the range shown in the figures of 
the frequency, the  curves have one peak and one ambiguious peak or a beginn-
ing point of the rapid decrease of displacement towards the lower frequency. 
The peak of the lower frequency of the two peaks in the four curves correspon-
ding to the points of the bottom layer corresponds to the fundamental mode of 
the surface layer consisting of the two layers, and the peak of the higher 
frequency to the second mode. The feature of the fundamental mode in the 
curves of the displacements of the second layer almost disappears. Only the 
peak of the second mode appears in the curves. However, this peak also dis-
appears in the curves of the  first layer. In this manner, the vibrational charac-
teristics of the layered medium gradually become evident with the depth of the 
point of the receiver. 
  Only the second mode appears in the curves of the second layer, which corres-
ponds to the fundamental mode when the second and third layers may be regar-
ded as the bottom layer. Thus, joining this with the results obtained from 
the calculation of the points in the bottom layer, it may be said that if we 
regard layers above the observation point as a surface layer, we can estimate 
the frequency of the fundamental mode for such a surface layer. 
  As is clear from the features, it is desirable that the receiving points be set 
as deep as possible. However, in practice we are forced to set the observation 
point shallowly for the sake of economy. If we  measure the feature of the
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decrease of the displacement towards the lower frequency exactly, even with 
respect to the fundamental mode, we may find the frequency of the mode at the 
observation point shallow from the bottom plane. 
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